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Dear Eagles,

Writing a monthly letter creates a refreshing break in my regular fast-paced life. This month I started with a look 
back at where we have been as a state, a nation, and world, and compared that to where we are now and where we 
appear to be heading. The amount of change we have seen across the world in just a few short years is staggering.

In our nation, and even in Texas, we are witnessing deep division over issues like vaccines and masks, children’s 
books and curriculum, and the Constitutional right to life for unborn babies. Our political parties are divided over 
whether male and female are distinct or interchangeable. Our president has, by executive order, redefined the word 
“sex” as “gender,” as the Left works overtime to divide people and diminish God and His creation. 

Our battles are many. But standing up for what we believe has given us empowering wins.

Just last month, we tasted a sweet victory in the long war for our children’s minds. We were able to stop the Left’s 
attempt to destroy the teaching of history, civics, and social studies in our public schools—for now. We won because 
so many of us raised our voices by contacting our State Board of Education (SBOE) members to encourage the strong 
and admonish the weak Republican members to support their constituents’ values. I want to send a special “thank you” 
to Eagles who took time to empower their member to do the right thing! The people of Texas clearly want public 
education to prioritize foundational skills, such as reading and math. Republicans on the SBOE cannot bend a 
knee to the smaller contingent of “woke” members or activists who seek to make education all about equity, race, 
emotions, feelings, and identity. The Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) were heading toward more heavy 
indoctrination, and the people said NO. 

We are equally grateful so many of you took the time to send in comments to the Department of Education opposing 
Biden’s Executive Order on Title IX, which redefined the word “sex” to include “sexual orientation” and “gender 
identity” (see Sept. 2022 Torch). The proposed rule threatens education, healthcare providers, parents’ rights, and 
much more. The DOE received more than 240,000 comments, most opposing the proposals. It will likely take the 
Department a year to consider each unique comment and come up with a decision. We praise God for this critical 
delay and your participation!

Speaking of education, children across Texas are targets of the Left. Make sure your children or grandchildren 
are opted out of Social and Emotional Learning (SEL), which was created to manipulate children’s minds into 
accepting Marxist ideology. Additionally, it is essential parents stay on top of their school’s sex-ed or dating-
violence curriculum, protecting their children from being exposed to new curriculum designed to undermine 
decency, privacy, and purity.

Last session, we gained a wonderful tool to help families protect their children from the sexualized materials 
presented in many schools’ sex-ed and dating-violence curricula, which are designed to encourage sexual 
experimentation and embracing LGBTQ concepts as completely normal and expected. All public-school 
children, by law, can only be presented with this material if their parents opt-IN to the teaching. We hope 
this allows more Texan children to remain undefiled by adult content until they have the maturity to process 
facts under the guidance of their parents.

(over, please)



As more parents rise and refuse to subject their children to these harmful programs, the better chance we will 
have to reclaim and restore education in our local ISD’s. Private school parents and grandparents must actively 
guard the hearts and minds of their children, too, knowing they may be exposed to concepts and content that do 
not honor their conservative values. Homeschooling is a wonderful choice for full protection!

This month’s Torch features another division in our country: the calling for an Article V Convention. Many good 
people, frustrated with massive government spending and overreach, are supporting a Convention of the States (COS). 
Eagle Forum Executive Director Tabitha Walther gives sound reasons why the push for such a convention is “naïve.” 
TEF is working with The John Birch Society (JBS) “to continue to defend the Constitution by educating the electorate 
about its merits and stopping efforts to change it via an Article V Convention. Many states, including Texas, need to 
rescind their previous convention applications.” Rescinding Texas’ two applications is on our agenda for the upcoming 
legislative session. The JBS website (jbs.org) has a wealth of information on a COS—well worth your time to check it 
out and decide for yourself. 

When doing your research, please keep in mind SB 21 (85R) which adds instructions to the Texas Call requiring 
the Texas Delegation be comprised of only members of the state legislative body—the same body that couldn’t even 
see fit to pass a bill to protect children from sterilization and other physical harms stemming from attempts to 
‘change’ their unchangeable birth sex—the same body that has stewarded one of the highest property tax rates in 
the nation—the same body that continues to elect a speaker who has commitments from the majority of the Left, 
and who then appoints committee chairs who ignore our platform!

The article on page three deals with the Biden Department of Justice ordering Eagle Forum of Alabama to hand 
over documents regarding the organization’s involvement in helping to pass the Alabama Vulnerable Children Act, 
banning medical and surgical gender modifications on minor children. That issue is also on our agenda for the 
2023 Legislative Session.

The Bible tells us to understand our times and behave accordingly. We are in a period where honoring His 
admonition will help us live the days we are ordained. We may even win some earthly battles, but we will 
win eternally by putting our faith in Jesus Christ and living by God’s Word. 

Thanks for partnering with TEF in these challenging times. Your prayers and financial support enable us to stay 
engaged on issues affecting your family and fellow Texans.

Faithfully,

Cindi Castilla
President of Texas Eagle Forum
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Congress’ Push 
for an Article V 
Convention Is Naïve
By Tabitha Walther, Eagle Forum, 8/26/22

the States (COS) or a Convention for 
Proposing Amendments (CPA).
 Amendments to the Constitution that 
would push Congress to balance the federal 
budget, place term limits on lawmakers, 
and require identification to vote sound 
appealing. As pro-life, pro-family 
conservatives, we would love to see the right 
to life of all Americans and the sanctity of 
traditional marriage be enshrined in our 
Constitution. Advocates of a Convention of 
the States claim that because Republicans 
control thirty state legislatures, getting 
two-thirds of the states (34 states total) to 
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SUPPORT TEF!
   

Would you consider 
a $100 or even a $20 

donation to TEF? Go to 
TexasEagleForum.com 
or return your gift in the 

coupon provided. 
Thank you so much for 

partnering with us for liberty!

The country’s distrust of the federal 
government is not a new sentiment. 
For decades, massive spending and 

unchecked powers of the White House and 
Congress have put a strain on our economy 
and pocketbooks. Not only has the 
bureaucracy gotten more powerful, but also 
more politicized. While Eagle Forum shares 
the frustrations and tirelessly works to mend 
the divisive nature of our national politics, 
one naïve “solution” continues to be 
advocated in both the states and in Congress: 
an Article V Constitutional Convention 
(Con-Con), also known as a Convention of 

Make sure you check 
our website and 
Action Alerts for 

legislative updates 
and news from 

around the state:
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agree on good policies is not only achievable but worth the risk 
of calling a new Constitutional Convention via this never-
before-used mechanism in Article V.  However, the dangers are 
much more real than the hopes and dreams of misguided 
conservatives who believe they can control the process and 
outnumber those who disdain our current Constitution.
 Liberals are also proponents of a Constitutional Convention 
because, to no one’s surprise, they have their own agenda. Issues 
we have fought against such as abortion, gender ideology, 
universal healthcare, federal control of elections, open borders, 
and Green New Deal policies are on the list of Democrat 
priorities if a Con-Con were to be held. The Left has sought to 
erase women and the pre-born for fifty years by trying to pass 
the Equal Rights Amendment into the Constitution which 
originally was messaged as a “women’s rights” issue but has been 
expanded to a “transgenders’ rights” issue. These topics could 
very well enter the arena of a Con-Con because Article V leaves 
the procedures and agenda up to the ones who will be chosen to 
participate—not necessarily those on the Right who have been 
advocating the loudest for such a convention.
 If this sounds like it would lead to political chaos, you’re right! 
Eagle Forum Founder Phyllis Schlafly sounded the alarm about 
the consequences of a runaway convention as early as 1984. After 
she wrote to the then Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren 
Burger about this topic in 1988, he responded with: “There is no 
effective way to limit or muzzle the actions of a Constitutional 
Convention. After a Convention is convened, it will be too late to 

stop the Convention if we don’t like its agenda.”
 Recently, a Congressional Republican introduced a 
resolution that calls for a Con-Con. Representative Jodey 
Arrington (R-TX)’s H.Con.Res 101 calls for the Archivist of the 
United States to set a date and time of a Convention of the States 
within 180 days of the passage of the resolution. While the 
resolution mentions in a “whereas” clause the problem of the 
nation’s out-of-control debt, it does not specifically require a 
Balanced Budget Amendment be part of the agenda. In fact, the 
language leaves open the agenda to multiple amendments. 
Moreover, there have been almost 200 Balanced Budget 
amendments introduced in the Congress since 1979. Surely if 
public support for such an amendment were strong enough, at 
least one of these amendments would have been sent to the 
States for ratification by now! 
 The truth is that this resolution is a “trigger” resolution that 
would immediately set in motion a dangerous and uncontrollable 
Constitutional Convention that will put our system of government 
at grave risk. The last Con-Con occurred in 1787. If a Constitutional 
Convention went south, could we afford to wait another 235 years 
to correct the Left’s insertions into the Constitution?

  
Tabitha Walter is the Washington, D.C. Executive 
Director for Eagle Forum. She can be reached at 
tabitha@eagleforum.org.
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Considering the present state of the nation, there are 
many dangers to consider before taking such a risky 
step as convening an Article V convention:

• Convention delegates: How would the delegates be chosen? 
The Constitution is silent on this. Considering the current 
conditions of today, what special interest agendas would be 
represented? We do not have the statesmen of the past. We 
have the politicians who have helped create this mess, so the 
delegate selection process could easily be manipulated to 
ensure that special interests were well-represented.

• Congress: Ask yourself, “Is the Constitution the problem, or 
is it the politicians who are not obeying the Constitution?” 
Congress has a horrible approval rating with the American 
people, largely because of the influence of special interests, 
and yet this is the body that would “call a Convention.”

• State legislatures: Article V allows Congress to send proposed 
amendments for ratification to either state legislatures or 
special state conventions. Therefore, Congress has the option 
to bypass state legislatures completely during the ratification 
process for proposed amendments.

• Ratification: According to Article V, three-fourths of the 

states are needed to ratify a proposed amendment. However, 
a new ratification process could be created much like the 
Constitutional Convention of 1787 did. It changed the 
ratification requirement from unanimous approval by all 13 
state legislatures and Congress (as required by the Articles of 
Confederation) to approval by special conventions of the 
people in nine of the thirteen states. A modern-day 
constitutional convention could change the ratification 
requirement to a majority of the states, or even to a simple 
majority of the people.

• Runaway convention: An Article V convention has the 
inherent power to become a “runaway” convention. This is 
possible considering that the sovereign people have the 
right to “alter or abolish” their form of government 
whenever it fails to secure their rights. This is clearly stated 
in the Declaration of Independence. Consider the 
Constitutional Convention of 1787. It did not stop at 
revising the Articles of Confederation. It completely 
rewrote them, including creating a new procedure for 
ratifying the new Constitution.

SOURCE: “Con-Con: The Full Story,” jbs.org

Dangers of a Constitutional Convention
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While the Biden administration is working overtime 
to dispel fears that it is weaponizing government 
power to target political enemies, the Department 

of Justice (DOJ) is weaponizing government power to target 
political enemies. And, just like a bully, it’s picking on those 
smaller than itself. 
 On August 9, the DOJ demanded Eagle Forum of Alabama 
(EFA) hand over 11 different types of documents dating back to 
2017, relating to the Alabama Vulnerable Child Compassion and 
Protection Act (VCAP), which protects minors from harmful and 
permanent gender transition procedures. This includes draft or 
model legislation, materials used to prepare legislation, EFA’s 
“legislative or policy goals,” any documents provided to state 
officials, any communications with state officials, any 
communications with other lobbyists, records and minutes of 
meetings, polling data, presentations and speeches given by EFA, 
mailings to its members, and social media postings. 
 The DOJ had intervened in the lawsuit that partially 
blocked enforcement of VCAP in May, in a case now known as 
Eknes-Tucker v. Marshall after unusual filing procedures got 
Southern Poverty Law Center-backed lawyers investigated for 
judge shopping. Based on their role in this lawsuit, the DOJ 
strangely subpoenaed EFA for extensive records, even though 
EFA is not a party to the case. Their circuitous rationale does 
not make the connection more apparent. 
 There could not be a larger mismatch in legal firepower. 
Nobody pushes paper better than a gargantuan government 
bureaucracy. Meanwhile, “EFA has only one full-time paid 
employee, along with one part-time paid administrative 
assistant. Nearly all of the work done by EFA is done by 
volunteers.” Literally two people (the organization’s entire staff) 
have access to all of the five years’ worth of files the DOJ 
demanded they surrender, and finding all the requested 
documents could consume all their labor for days, if not weeks. 
Comparatively speaking, the DOJ is the 800-pound gorilla, and 
it’s throwing boulders at an ant.
 VCAP “is the product of the Alabama Legislature and was 
signed by Governor Kay Ivey,” EFA executive director Becky 
Gerritson said in an attached declaration. EFA built a grassroots 
pressure campaign about the “medical harms inflicted upon 
vulnerable children” of “medical interventions being given to 
minors,” but only in legal ways. Their campaign was a model of 
how a group of concerned citizens can successfully intervene in 
the political process.
 Gerritson added: “There is no question in my mind that the 
subpoena issued by the federal government in this case is a 
form of government harassment and retaliation for simple 

communications with the public and our elected officials to 
carry out our lawful purpose. If this subpoena is enforced, 
legitimate, law-abiding organizations like ours will be subject 
to scrutiny for engaging in constitutionally protected activities. 
Enforcement of the federal government subpoena would set a 
precedent that would stifle other citizens who want to exercise 
their constitutional right to make their views known to their 
elected officials on public policy matters.”
 The undue attention Eagle Forum of Alabama has 
drawn from the national Department of Justice is a testament 
to the extraordinary success their small, mostly volunteer 
team has enjoyed. 

 The VCAP lawsuit has little to do with the DOJ’s persecution 
of EFA, besides serving as a pretext. The two ways the subpoena 
would damage EFA are unconnected to VCAP. The first is 
simply the crippling effort to their advocacy. Instead of 
pursuing pro-family policies in Montgomery, the DOJ would 
sideline this effective organization on a lengthy scavenger hunt. 
The second is the potential for the information they surrender 
to the DOJ to find its way into the hands of their state-level 
political opponents. We all know it’s possible. Not that the 
information would show wrongdoing, but revealing their 
internal research polling and objectives would give their 
opponents a strategic advantage in frustrating their plans. It 
would come as no surprise if that was the real reason why the 
DOJ initiated this charade.

NOTE: TEF will NOT be intimidated by the Biden DOJ or any 
left-wing organization. In the 88th Legislative Session convening 
in January, we will stand behind and work to pass a similar bill to 
ban dangerous and harmful gender transition procedures on 
minor children by unethical medical professionals. We pray you 
will encourage your legislators to stand with us against this evil. 
“… and having done all … stand firm.” ~ Ephesians 6:13

Biden’s DOJ Harasses Eagle 
Forum of Alabama
From an article by Joshua Arnold, The Washington Stand, 9/10/22

Their campaign was a 
model of how a group 

of concerned citizens can 
successfully intervene 

in the political process.
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Quote of the Month

Great American Quote

“… we are not the people 
to open up this sacred 
document … that was a 
God-inspired document, 
divinely written. I withdraw 
my support. This 
Constitution is wholly 
inadequate for anyone 
other than a religious 
and moral people. We are 
not those people.”

~ Talk show host Glenn Beck 
withdrawing his support 
of an Article V COS, 
9/15/22

“The Constitution is not 
out of date. It’s just as 
good today as when it 
was written.”

~ Phyllis Schlafly, 2004
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VOTE On November 8th!
America is at a critical crossroads—our very freedom is at stake. On November 8th, 
Election Day, make every effort to vote for candidates who represent your biblical 
values and encourage family and friends to do the same. We need ALL patriots on 
deck to vote, in person if possible, so there can be no question of the results. Early 
voting is Oct. 24–Nov. 4. VOTE!

One in Four Dems Say Men Can Get Pregnant
Are Democrats collectively becoming more insane? Given the results of a recent survey, the 
answer appears to be in the affirmative. In the survey conducted by WPA Intelligence in late 
August, Democrats were asked if they agreed with the statement, “Some men can get 
pregnant.” Astoundingly, almost a quarter (22 percent) of Democrats agreed with the 
statement. And when honing in on the Democrats’ largest demographic constituency—white, 
college-educated women—that percentage jumps to 36 percent. Meanwhile, the vast majority 
of Americans still hold to the basic reality that only women can get pregnant. It’s telling that 
the more educated these Democrats are, the more willing they are to embrace the illogical 
absurdity of the transgender agenda. Even more absurd is that Democrat women, who 
happen to be the biggest proponents of modern feminism, are those most willing to embrace 
an ideology that ironically does more to undercut their claims of an oppressive patriarchy 
than anything their invented conservative bogeymen could contrive. It’s yet another example 
of how the “Party of Science” is more beholden to a political agenda than to scientific reality.
SOURCE: The Patriot Post, 9/9/22

Arlington National Cemetery Goes Woke
A commission set up to evaluate the political correctness of the names of military bases and 
other sites around the nation says a memorial in Arlington National Cemetery has to go 
because it recognizes the Confederacy. The Confederate Memorial at Arlington, according 
to the Washington Examiner, features a bronze woman and the coats of arms of the 13 states, 
as well as depictions of slavery. It is “problematic from top to bottom,” the commission 
concluded of the statue put up in 1914. The instruction is just part of a report from the 
commission which wants new names for military bases, including Fort Hood in Texas. The 
report explained, “The recommendations are part of a larger report by the commission that 
seeks to propose new names for Army bases and assets that commemorate the Confederacy. 
It is expected to cost taxpayers about $62.4 million to do the changes the commission is 
requiring. Military officials have explained that the various names preserve history, but do 
not signal support for the Confederacy.
SOURCE: WND, 9/14/22

UTA Mandates CRT for Freshmen
As school districts and universities across the state continue implementing divisive critical race 
theory (CRT) policies, the University of Texas at Arlington (UTA) is requiring freshmen to 
complete assignments on privilege and oppression. UTA recently created an Office of Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) to raise the “collective consciousness, awareness, and understanding 
of the UTA community in areas relating to social justice, diversity, equity, and inclusion.” The 
university also promised to include more CRT materials in undergraduate courses. “Nationwide, 
students are being indoctrinated to go against basic biology, believe that America is racist, and 
believe other ludicrous ideas,” said grassroots activist Carlos Turcios. “We need students with 
skills. Having critical race theory training for students provides no skills that will help with the 
workforce. Rather, it just radicalizes them with nihilism and despair.”
SOURCE: The Texas Minute, 9/21/22
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